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If P is a partially ordered set, a /c-family of P is a subset which contains no 
chains of length Ic + 1. This paper examines the structure of the set of k-families 
of P. An extension of Dilworth’s theorem is obtained by relating the maximum 
size of a k-family to certain partitions of P into chains. A natural lattice ordering’ 
on k-families is defined and analyzed, and a number of strong intersection 
properties are obtained. Finally, the k-families of P are used to define a class of 
submodular set functions on P, which can be used to generalize a number of 
results in transversal theory. 
The motivation for this paper is derived from problems in three major 
branches of combinatorial analysis: extremal set theory, combinatorial 
geometry, and the theory of partially ordered sets. Our main object is to 
study subsets A of a partially ordered set P which have the property that 
no k + 1 elements form a chain. If k = 1, a set A with this property is an 
antichain of P; in general, we call A a k-family of P. If A has maximum 
size among all k-families, we say that A is a Sperner k-family of P. This 
definition is derived from a result of Sperner [14] which characterizes 
maximum-sized antichains in the Boolean algebra B, of subsets of a set of 
n elements : 
Let S, , S, ,..., S, be subsets of a set of n elements, with the property that 
Si gSj ifi #j. Then 
q G &2] . 1 
Moreover, equality occurs ifand only ifevery set has size [n/2] (or [n/2] + 1 
ifn is odd). 
Erdiis [6] extended Sperner’s theorem by proving the following, which 
characterizes extremal k-families of B, in a similar way. 
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If& > $2 >...> S, are subsets of a set of n elements, with the property that 
no k + 1 of the subsets form a chain, then q is at most the sum of the k 
largest binomial coeJficients (f). Equality occurs only in the trivial cases. 
In this paper, we are concerned with the Sperner k-families of an 
arbitrary partially ordered set. Our primary interest lies in the structure of 
the set of k-families, rather than numerical bounds. Much of the paper is 
devoted to extensions of two different (but related) theorems of R. P. 
Dilworth concerning antichains in a partially ordered set. 
Dilworth [3] proved that, if P is a partially ordered set, there is a natural 
ordering of antichains in P such that the antichains of maximum size form 
a distributive lattice. This lattice is isomorphic to a sublattice of the (more 
familiar) distributive lattice of order ideals of P. In this paper, we show 
how to define a lattice ordering on the set O&(P) of k-families of P. If 
k > 1, this lattice is generally not distributive, but is always locally 
distributive. Surprisingly, the Sperner k-families form a distributive 
sublattice of G&(P), even though L&(P) itself may not be distributive; thus, 
Dilworth’s result holds for k > 1. In Section 2, we study the lattice 
operations in L&(P), and discuss a number of other order-theoretic 
questions. Among other things, we describe the rank function of Q&(P) and 
characterize the sets of join- and meet-irreducible elements. These results 
are related to the local distributivity of O&(P), and can be used to obtain 
conditions under which true distributivity holds. We complete this section 
by proving, as an application, that there always exists a Sperner k-family 
which is invariant under every automorphism of P. (This extends a result 
of Kleitman, Edelberg, and Lube11 [9] and an argument of Freese [7].) 
A second theorem of Dilworth [4] concerns partitions of P into chains. 
If d(P) is the size of the largest antichain in P, then at least d(P) chains 
must be used in any partition of P, since every chain meets every antichain 
at most once. Dilworth proved that this bound is sharp: that is, if P is a 
partially ordered set, there exists a partition of P into d(P) chains. If P is 
partitioned into chains, there is also an induced bound on the size d,(P) of 
the largest k-family in P, since every k-family meets every chain at most k 
times (or less if the chain has size <k). If the bound induced by a partition 
Q? coincides with d,(P), we say that 97 is k-saturated. The main result of 
Section 3 is that k-saturated partitions exist for all values of k. However, 
one cannot always find a partition which is simultaneously k-saturated 
for all k. Nevertheless, we prove that, for k fixed, there always exists a 
partition which is both k-saturated and (k + l)-saturated. A number of 
results about k-families follow from the existence of a k-saturated parti- 
tion. For example, if d,(P) = d,(P) - d,-,(P), we prove that d(P) = 
d,(P) > 4(P) 3 d,(P) 2 ..* (a result which is less obvious than it seems 
at first glance). We also derive conditions under which the set of all 
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Sperner k-families has nonempty intersection. This leads to a “Helly-type” 
theorem for Sperner k-families: If every set of (k + 1) Sperner k-fumilies 
has nonempty intersection, then the set of all Sperner k-families has non- 
empty intersection. We conclude Section 3 by deriving a theorem which 
closely resembles Menger’s theorem for graphs: If Z(P) is the length of the 
longest chain in P, then the maximum number of disjoint l(P)-chains in P is 
equal to the minimum size of a set of elements which meets every l(P)-chain. 
This result is essentially equivalent to the existence of an (Z(P)-1)-saturated 
partition of P. Hence, we obtain both Dilworth’s theorem and Menger’s 
theorem (or a close relative) as extreme cases k = 1 and k = Z(P) - 1 of 
our main result. 
Finally, in Section 4, we show how the k-families of P can be used to 
define a class of combinatorial geometries (matroids) on the set of maximal 
elements of P. Roughly speaking, these geometries extend the familiar 
class of “transversal geometries” (associated with a bipartite graph) in the 
same way that Dilworth’s theorem and our generalizations of it extend 
Hall’s “Marriage Theorem.” 
1. OPERATIONS ON ANTICHAINS 
We begin with a review of some basic properties of antichains. Many of 
these facts are well known (see [I, 31). In all that follows, P is a finite 
partially ordered set, and 02(P) is the collection of all antichains in P. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If A, B E G!(P), then A < B if, for each u E A, there 
exists some b E B such that a < 6. 
Recall that an order ideal of P is a subset 1C P with the property that, 
if x E I and y < x, then y E I. 
DEFINITION 1.2. If 5’ is any subset of P, define max[S] := {x j x is a 
maximal element of S>, min[s] = (x 1 x is a minimal element of S>, and 
S={yjy<xforsomexES). 
It is clear that S is always an order ideal, and both max[S] and min[S] are 
antichains. Note that A < B if and only if d C B. In fact, the map A + ?i 
is an order-preserving bijection (with inverse 1-t max[1]) from O!(P) to 
the set of order ideals of P, ordered by set-inclusion. Since order ideals 
are closed under set-union and intersection, we have 
PROPOSITION 1.3. a(P) is a distributive lattice, in which the operations 
of join and meet are given by 
A v B = max[z u B], 
A A B = max[A n B]. 
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The next observation is elementary but important: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. A v B = max[A u B]. 
This is not true of A A B, however, since it may happen that A A B 
contains elements not in either A or B (see Example 1.6 below). Hence, 
more care must be taken in computing it. We now define two new opera- 
tions on antichains, which coincide with A in some cases. 
DEFINITION 1.5. If A and B are antichains in P, define A n B = 
((A u B) - (A v B)) u (A n B) and A B B = min[A u B]. 
It is trivial that these sets are antichains. A n B is the set of 
“nonmaximal” elements of A u B (together with any elements which 
occur in both A and B). 
EXAMPLE 1.6. If P is the partially ordered set shown in Fig. 1 and 
FIGURE 1 
A = {l}, B = {2}, then A v B = (1,2), A A B = (31, A n B = @, A h B = 
u,21. 
LEMMA 1.7. (i) A a B C A A B (and hence (A n B) < (A A B)). 
(ii) A n B _C A B B. 
(The proof is trivial.) As Example 1.6 shows, it is possible for inclusion to 
be strict. Also, there need be no relation between A A B and A d B, and 
it is not always true that A A B < A A B. 
LEMMA 1.8. Zf A and B are members of Q!(P), then 
(i) IA~+IBI=IAvB!+~A~BI, 
(ii) ~AI+IBI<IAvB~+IAAB~, 
(iii) IAj+lBI<.lAvBI+IAnBj. 
Proof. The first inequality follows immediately from the definition of 
n. The next two then follow from Lemma 1.7. 
Recall that d(P) denotes the maximum size of an antichain in P. 
LEMMA 1.9. rf I A I = d(P), then, for any B E a(P), the antichains 
A v B, A A B, A n B, and A h B have cardinality at least that of B. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 1.8. 
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LEMMA 1. IO. If 1 A 1 = i B 1 = d(P), then j A v B / = 1 A A B 1 = 
/ A A B 1 = 1 A A B I = d(P). Moreover, A A B = A n B = A B B. 
ProoJ The first assertion follows from Lemma 1.9. The second 
follows from Lemma 1.7. 
Hence the antichains of maximum size are closed under all of the 
operations defined in this section, and we have the following: 
COROLLARY 1.11 (Dilworth [3]). The antichains of maximum size in P 
form a distributive lattice. This lattice is a sublattice of a(P). 
2. THE LATTICE OF ~-FAMILIES 
In this section, we consider more general subsets of P, with the intent 
of extending the results of section 1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A subset A _C P is a “k-family” if A contains no 
chains of length k + 1. 
Thus, an antichain is a l-family. Also, a k-family is an h-family if h > k. 
We denote the set of all k-families in P by O&(P). 
Any subset which can be expressed as the union of k antichains is 
automatically a k-family, as can be easily shown. Conversely, every 
k-family can be partitioned into k antichains, although this can usually be 
done in several ways. We describe one such way as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For A E G&(P) and x E A, let 6,(x) denote the length 
of the longest chain in A whose bottom is x. (That is, S,(X) is the “depth” 
of x in A). Let 
Ai = (x E A ! S,(x) = i]. 
Then the sets A, , AZ ,..., Ak form a partition of A into k antichains, which 
we call the “canonical partition” of A. 
Note that some of the sets Ai may be empty, in which case A is a k’- 
family for some k’ < k. We state without proof the following lemma, 
which characterizes canonical partitions. 
LEMMA 2.3. A, , A, ,..., A, form the blocks of the unique partition of A 
into antichains such that A, < A,,, < *.. < A,. 
Thus it is possible to associate k-families A E O&(P) with k-tuples [A, , 
A 2 ,..., Ak] of antichains A, E G!(P) which satisfy the two conditions 
(1) A,n Aj = @, . i fJ, 
(2) Al, < Arc-1 < ... < A, . 
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We will occasionally make use of this correspondence without mentioning 
it explicitly. 
DEFINITION 2.4. If A, B E G&(P), then A < B if and only if Ai < B, , 
i = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
It is clear that this definition makes 6&(P) into a partially ordered set. 
We will show next that it is a lattice. 
DEFINITION 2.5. If A, B E O&(P), define 
AaB=cA,& 
1 
Clearly, both of these sets are k-families. 
LEMMA 2.6. (Ai v BJ n (Aj v Bi) = @, i +j. 
(Ai LI, BJ n (Aj LI Bj) = @, i Zj. 
Proof. If x E (Ai v Bi) n (Aj v B,), we may assume that i > j, and 
that x E Ai . But then x < aj for some aj E Aj, so x is not maximal in 
Aj v Bj . Hence x # A? v Bj , a contradiction. If x E (Ai n BJ n (Ai n B,), 
we again assume that i > j and that x E Ai . Then x < bi for some b, E Bi . 
If x E A? n Bj, then x = b, E Bj, since A, n Aj = @. But then bj < bi , 
contradicting the fact that Bi < Bj . 
It follows from elementary lattice theory that A, v BI, < AreI v BlcpI < 
*.+ < A, v B, . Hence, we have 
LEMMA 2.7. The sets Ai v Bi form a CanonicaEpartition of A v B. 
(We will show by example later that the analogous statement for A n B 
is false; see Example 2.13.) 
COROLLARY 2.8. O&(P) is a lattice, with v as given by DeJinition 2.5. 
G&(P) is isomorphic to a join-sublattice of the lattice [02(P)]” of all k-tuples 
of antichains Ai E Q!(P), ordered componentwise. 
Proof. The correspondence between k-families and k-tuples of anti- 
chains has already been pointed out. Lemma 2.7 shows that the k-tuples 
corresponding to O&(P) (i.e., those which satisfy conditions (1) and (2) 
above) are closed under componentwise v. Since the empty set is a 
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k-family, and since @ < A for any A E Q&(P), it follows that 0&(P) is 
a lattice. 
Next we derive a corollary of Lemma 2.6 which corresponds to 
Lemma 1.8 for antichains. 
COROLLARY 2.9. If A, B E O&(P), then 
IAl+jBl=jAvBj+lAnBj. 
ProoJ We have j Ai 1 + / Bi j = I Ai v Bi / + 1 Ai n Bi / for each i, 
by Lemma 1.8. Since A, B, A v B, and A A B are partitioned by the sets 
Ai , Bi, Ai v Bi , and Ai n Bi , respectively, we can sum over i and the 
result follows. 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let d,(P) denote the maximum size of a k-family in 
P. Let y;C(P) C O&(P) denote the set of k-families having size d,(P). We 
call members of sP,(P) “Sperner k-families.” 
COROLLARY 2.11. If A, B E O&(P), and 1 A 1 = d,(P), then 
lAvBl~lBl,I~nBl>,lBI. 
COROLLARY 2.12. If A, BE L&(P), and ! A I = 1 B 1 = d,(P), then 
/ A v B j = j A n B j = d,(P). More generally, if A E ,ul,(P) and B E q(P), 
j > k, then A v B E q.(P) and A a BE &(P). 
Hence the set of Sperner k-families (pk(P)) is closed under v and A. It 
requires a little more work, however, to prove that pk(P) is a lattice, 
since we haven’t shown yet that it has a least element. (We cannot assume 
yet that A A B is the meet of A and B.) These assertions about 9$(P) 
turn out to be true, but first we need a better description of A A B in 
L&(P). In general, the meet of A and B is not necessarily A a B, nor is it 
the other reasonable candidate 
AtB=fiAih~i. 
1 
The examples below give counterexamples to the above hypotheses, and 
a few others. 
EXAMPLE 2.13. Neither A A B nor A 2 B need coincide with A A B 
(the true g.1.b. of A and B in G!,(P)). 
Let P be as illustrated in Fig. 2 and A = (4, 3}, B = (6, 5). Then 
A n B = @ and A 4 B = {2}. Yet it is easy to see by inspection that 
A A B = (2, 1). 
582a/20/1-4 
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FIGURE 2 
EXAMPLE 2.14. Even if 1 A / = 1 B 1 = d,(P), the sets Ai n Bi need 
not form a canonical partition of A a B. The sets Ai A Bi need not form 
a canonical partition of A /? 3. 
Let P be as illustrated in Fig. 3 and A = (2, 6, 1, 7, 5}, B = (3, 5, 2, 7, 4). 
FIGURE 3 
Then A, = (2, 61, A, = (1, 7, 51, B, = (3, 51, B, = 12, 7, 4). We have 
A A B = A 4 B = A A B = (2, 7, 5, 1, 4}, whose canonical partition is 
(2, 7, 5) u (1,4}. However, A, A & = (2, 51, AZ n B, = {1,7,4}, A, A B, = 
{2,7,5), 42 * & = (1, 7,4). 
Our present goal is to give an explicit description of A A B, for 
A, B E 6&(P). 
DEEINITION 2.15. If M is an antichain, let 
M* = max[{x / x < m for some m E M}] 
We state without proof a few facts about the operation M + M*: 
LEMMA 2.16. Let M, NE G?(P). 
(i) flfM < N, then M* < N”. 
(ii) IfM,(N,thenMnN===@$andonlyifM,<N*. 
(iii) If M < N, then .M - NC M A N*. 
DEFINITION 2.17. Let 01 = [A, , A, ,...) A*] be a k-tuple of antichains 
Ai E a(P). Let & = [AI , A”, ,..., A”,] be defined as follows. 
A; = A,, 
.& = A, A (A;)“, 
A”, = A, A (A”z)*, 
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It is not difficult to see that the sequence & satisfies 
(1) Ai f-L& = CD, i +j, 
(2) A, < A,-, < *.* < A;. 
That is, the sets A& , A, ,..., A;, form the canonical partition of a k-family 
lJ: L& . If we let [02’(P)]” denote the lattice of k-tuples of antichains in P, 
then the map cy. ---f 6 takes arbitrary k-tuples into canonical partitions. 
PROPOSITION 2.18. The map E -+ & is a downward closure operator on 
the lattice [G?(P)]” of k-tuples of antichains in P. That is, (i) 2 < oi, 
(ii) B = Z, and (iii) a: < /3 implies C? < p”. A sequence 01 E [CY(P)]” is closed 
(& = a) if and only if it represents a canonical partition. The lattice of 
closed elements is isomorphic to O&(P). 
(The proof is straightforward and left to the reader.) 
We can now define the g.1.b. of two k-families: 
THEOREM 2.19. Let A, B E O&(P), and let A A B denote the g.l.b. of A 
and B. Then 
where the sequence fiI , zz ,..., x,$ is the image of the 
sequence (A, A BI ,..., Arc A BJ under the closure operator defined above. 
The sets Gf form a canonical partition of A A B. 
Proof, If x + x is any downward closure operator on a lattice L, 
and E is the lattice of closed sets, then the g.1.b. in E of two closed elements -- 
x and y is always given by x A y. In this case, the meet of A and B in 
[G!(P)]” is the sequence (A, A BI , AS A B, ,..., A, A B,). Taking its 
closure, we obtain the result stated. We have already observed that closed 
sequences correspond to canonical partitions. 
EXAMPLE 2.20. If P is given by the diagram shown in Fig. 4 and 
O7 
FIGURE 4 
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A = {l, 2, 31, B = (4, 5, 6), then A, A BI = AS A Bz = A, A BS = (9). 
Hence= = {9},% = {S],G = (7), so A A B = (7, 8, 92. 
It still remains to consider the set &(P) of maximum-sized k-families. 
Before doing so, we mention one more useful fact: 
LEMMA 2.21. If (A, ,..., AJ is any sequence of 
Ak < A,-, < a*. < A,, then 
antichains satisfying 
Proof. Let x E Uf Ai . Since x < A, = AI , we may define j to be the 
largest index such that x < A”i . (Here, x < A”j means that x < some 
element of A”j.) We claim that x E A”j . For otherwise there exists an 
element y such that x < JJ E A”j = Aj A (A”j-,)*. This means that 
x < (A”,)*, by definition, and also that x < Aj+l , since x $ Aj . But this 
implies x < Aj+l A (A”j)* = A,+, , contrary to hypothesis. 
COROLLARY 2.22. For any A, B E 6&(P), we have A n B C A 2 B C 
A A B. 
Proof. A n B C A $ B since Ai a Bi C Ai A Bi for each i, by 
Lemma 1.7. A ? B C A A B by Lemma 2.21. 
THEOREM 2.23. If A and B are k-families with / A [ = / B 1 = d,(P), 
then A n B = A ? B = A A B. 
ProoJ By Corollary 2.12, 1 A A B j = d,(P). Since no more elements 
can be added, it follows from Corollary 2.22 that A n B = A ? B = A A B. 
We caution the reader that, as Example 2.14 shows, this still does not 
mean that A is performed componentwise (with respect to the canonical 
partition). However, it does show the following, which extends part of 
Dilworth’s result on maximum-sized antichains (Corollary 1.11) to 
Sperner k-families. 
COROLLARY 2.24. 5QP) is a sublattice of O&(P). 
Proof. If A, B E Yk(P), it follows from Corollary 2.12 that 
A v BE Yti(P) and A A BE Yk(P). But Theorem 2.23 shows that 
A A B = A A B. Hence Y*(P) is closed under v and A. 
It is a surprising fact that the other half of Corollary 1.11 turns out to be 
true, too; namely, zC(P) is a distributive lattice. This does not follow from 
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Corollary 2.24, however, since 0&(P) is not necessarily distributive, as 
illustrated by the next example. 
lo 
FIGURE 5 
EXAMPLE 2.25. Let P be as illustrated in Fig. 5. Then 0$(P) has the 
diagram shown in Fig. 6. (The %-families are indicated by their canonical 
(2,13) 
(2,1) 
4,3) 
FIGURE 6 
partitions.) Note that Q&(P) is nondistributive (in fact, nonmodular), since 
it contains the five-element sublattice indicated by blacked-in squares (W). 
In this case, Yz(P) consists of the singleton (24, 13). 
The proof of the fact that 9$(P) is distributive must be deferred until 
a later section (see Theorem 3.17). However, the following special case is 
now easy to prove. 
THEOREM 2.26. Suppose that d,(P) = kd(P). Then Yk(P) is a distributive 
sublattice of G&(P). 
Proof. The assumption that d,(P) = kd(P) means that if A E sP,(P) 
and Al ,..., Ak are the blocks of its canonical partition, then j A, 1 = 
IA,1 = . . . = / A,< ! = d(P). That is, each of the blocks is an antichain 
of maximum size. Hence, if A, B E Yk(P), we have Ai L Bi = A, A Bi 
for each i, by Lemma 1.10. Since the sets Ai a B, are disjoint (Lemma 2.6), 
it follows that A, A Bl , A2 A B, ,..., Arc A BI, form a canonical partition 
of A A B. Hence the join-isomorphism of O&(P) with a subset of [U(P)]” 
(mentioned in Corollary 2.8) is also a meet-isomorphism when restricted 
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to k-families of maximum size. Since [Q?(P)]” is distributive, any sublattice 
is distributive, and we are done. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of some lattice-theoretic 
and combinatorial properties of 6&(P). Although G&(P) is not distributive, 
there is still much that can be said about its structure. 
PROPOSITION 2.27. Let A, B E O&(P). Then A covers B in 5&(P) if and 
only if (A, , A, ,..., Ak) covers (B, , B, ,..., B,) in the lattice [G?!(P)]” of 
k-tuples of antichains in P. (That is, A, = B, for all but one index j, and A$ 
covers Bj in a(P).) 
Proof. Suppose that A > B. Let j denote the largest index such that 
Aj f Bj. Then, of course, Aj > Bj . Choose Cj E U(P) such that 
Ai > Cj 3 Bi , and Aj covers Cj in G!(P). We claim that 
A, > 4 >..., h-1, Cj ,,%+I>..., A, form the blocks of a canonical partition. 
For, since Cj < Ai, it is clear that Cj < Ajpl and Cj n AjVl = cf. 
On the other hand, Ajfl = B,+l < Bj < Ci, so Aj+, < Cj and 
Aj+l n Cj = @. The rest of the conditions for a canonical partition hold 
trivially. If we let A’ denote the corresponding k-family, it is clear that 
B < A’ < A. If we assume that A covers B, it follows that B = A’, and 
we have shown that B has the properties asserted. The converse is obvious. 
Among the immediate consequences of Proposition 2.27 is the fact that 
QZk(P) has a rank function: 
COROLLARY 2.28. C&(P) has a rank function r given by 
(where Xi is the order ideal generated by AJ. 
Proof. The lattice of k-tuples of antichains Ai E a(P) has a rank 
function r given by 
r((&, 4 ,..., AkN = c r(4 
i=l 
where r(AJ = / Ai / is the rank of Ai in 02(P). The previous proposition 
shows that the natural imbedding of 6&(P) in [Ol(P)]” preserves rank. 
These ideas can be extended to prove a much stronger property of O&(P): 
DEFINITION 2.29. A lattice L is locally distributive if and only if the 
following condition holds. If x E L, and x* = V {y / y covers x}, then the 
interval x*/x is distributive (and therefore a Boolean algebra). 
The next lemma helps to characterize locally distributive lattices. 
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LEMMA 2.30. Let L be aJinite lattice. Suppose that there exists aJinite 
distributive lattice D and an imbedding 4: L + D which preserves V and 
rank. Then L is locally distributive. 
Proof. Let x E L, and let x * = V ( y / y covers x}. Since 4 is a join- 
imbedding, the interval x*/x is isomorphic to a join-sublattice of the 
interval $(x*)/$(x), which is distributive. On the other hand, 4(x*) is the 
join of elements 4(y) which cover 4(x); hence +(x*)/$(x) must be a 
Boolean algebra generated by the elements +(y). It follows easily that 
x*/x and $(x*)/+(x) are isomorphic. 
Greene and Markowsky have shown that the converse of Lemma 2.30 
is true. We state (without proof) a result which includes this fact and 
relates local distributivity to a purely combinatorial property of lattices. 
THEOREM 2.31 (Greene and Markowsky, unpublished). The following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) L is locally distributive. 
(2) There exists a distributive lattice D and an imbedding $1 L --j D 
which preserves V and rank. 
(3) L has a rank function, and r(L) = 1 M(L)], where M(L) is the set 
of meet-irreducible elements of L. 
It follows immediately from Lemma 2.30 that the lattices G&(P) have 
the properties asserted by Definition 2.29, Lemma 2.30, and Theorem 2.31: 
THEOREM 2.32. U&(P) is locally distributive. 
Proof. The lattice [O!(P)]” of all k-tuples of antichains in P is distri- 
butive (since O!(P) is distributive), and we have shown (Corollary 2.8) that 
G&(P) is join-isomorphic to a subset of [t,Y(P)lk. Corollary 2.28 shows that 
this isomorphism is rank-preserving, and hence Lemma 2.30 implies that 
C&(P) is locally distributive. 
Lattices which are locally distributive have a number of interesting 
combinatorial properties. We mention a few corollaries: 
COROLLARY 2.33. O&(P) is upper semimodular. 
COROLLARY 2.34. If p denotes the Miibius function of C&(P), then p 
takes on only the values + 1, - 1, and 0. 
COROLLARY 2.35. If M(o;G,(P)) and J(G&(P)) denote the sets of meet- 
irreducibles and join-irreducibles in C?&(P), then r(C&(P)) = j M(C&(P)/ < 
I J(&dP))l . 
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(Proofs of the above follow immediately from conditions (l)-(3) of 
Theorem 2.31.) 
The next lemma contains some elementary observations about the 
lattices G&(P). 
LEMMA 2.36. Let Z(P) denote the length of the longest chain in P. Then, 
for k = l,..., Z(P), we have 
(1) 6&-1(P) is an interva2 in 6&(P). 
(2) The bottom element of G&(P) is di. 
(3) The top element of O&(P) is U:=, Pi, where P, , P, $..., P1cp) are 
the blocks of the canonical partition of P. 
(4) rf Pcrc) denotes the k-family ub, Pi , then r(Pcle)) = r(&(P)) = 
CL I pi I. 
The proof of Lemma 2.36 is straightforward and is omitted. Note that 
G&,)(P) contains all 21pi subsets of P. Its rank can also be computed by the 
formula 
f”(hdP>> = c Mx). 
XEP 
(Recall that 6,(x) denotes the depth of x in P.) 
Next we characterize the join- and meet-irreducible elements of O&)(P). 
PROPOSITION 2.37. An element C E G&cp) is join-irreducible if and only 
if C is a chain of elements x1 , xz ,..., X~ such that xi covers xc+1 , 
i=l ,..., k - 1. 
Proof. First we prove that every k-family A can be expressed as a join 
of chains. For each x E A, , we can find a chain C, = (cl , c2 ,..., ci> such 
that c1 > cz > a** >~=xandq~A~,j= l,..., i.ThenA= VzEACz, 
as can be easily checked. Next, we show that, if C is not a chain of 
coverings, it can be expressed as a join of two other chains. For, if 
ci > x > c~+~ , then C = {cl , c2 ,..., CJ v (cl , c2 ,..., cipl , x, ciil ,..., clc}. 
Finally, we prove that every chain of coverings is join-irreducible. Suppose 
that C = {x, ,..., xlc), and xi covers xifl , i = I,..., k - 1. If C = A v B, 
then Ai v Bi = {xi}, i = I,..., k. Since {xi} is a join-irreducible antichain, 
it follows that either A, = {xi> or Bi = {xi}. We may assume that Al, = xk . 
If Ai = (x3 for every i, then A = C, and we are done. If not, let i be the 
largest index such that Ai < {xi> = Bi . Then Ai+l = (x~+~}, so we have 
{x~+~} = Ait < Ai < {xi}. Hence, xifl < ai < xi for some ai E Ai , 
contradicting the fact that xi covers xii1 . Hence, A = C and the proof is 
complete. 
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PROPOSITION 2.38. An element ME C&(P) is meet-irreducible if and 
only if the sequence (MI ,..., MJ has the followivlg properties. 
(1) A42 = MC, f or all but one index j (we interpret Mu* = PI, 
the set of maximal elements of P). 
(2) Mj is meet-irreducible in the interval MT-,/@ of a(P). 
Remark. Condition (2) asserts that n/ij is a meet-irreducible antichain 
in the lattice a(&). Thus, a typical sequence satisfying conditions (1) and 
(2) has the form (P, , Pz ,..., PjYl, Mj, Mj*, MT* ,... ), where Mj is 
meet-irreducible in 02(K). It is well known that an antichain Mj E a(%) 
is meet-irreducible if and only if Mj has the form max[{x E F j x $ q)] 
for some q E pj . Hence, there are as many meet-irreducibles n/r, as there 
are elements of pj . 
Proof of Proposition 2.38. Let A E O&(P), and let j be the least index 
such that Aj i Pj . Suppose that Aj is not irreducible in G!(E) so that 
Ai = B A C, A, < B < P,*_l, Aj < C < PFeI. Then we have A = 
(PI >...> PjWl, B, Aj+l ,...) A (P, ,..., Pj-, , C, Aj+l ,... ), and A is meet- 
reducible. If Ai # AC, for some i > j, then 
A = (P, ,..., Pi-1 , Ai , A,+1 ,...) A (A, ,..., Aipl , A:, , Ai+l ,...) 
and again A is meet-reducible. We have proved that A is reducible if 
either condition (1) or condition (2) is violated. Conversely, suppose that 
ME Q&(P), and that both conditions are satisfied. If M = B A C, it is 
easytoseethatB, = Ci = Pifori = I,..., j- l.Hence,B,, Ci < PL1. 
But then Mj = Bi A Cj implies that Mj = Bj or MT = Cj, by 
condition (2). If we suppose Mj = Bj, we have Mj n B,+l = @ and 
Mj > B,+l > Mi*, since M,+l = Mi* = Bj+I A f& . Hence, B,+l = 
M,+I . Continuing in this way, we obtain Bi = Mi , i = j, j + l,..., k, 
so M = B. This shows that M is meet-irreducible. 
An interesting question suggested by these results is the following. 
PROBLEM. Characterize and interpret the join- and meet-irreducible 
elements of sP,(P). (This has apparently not been done even for the case 
k = 1.) 
We have already mentioned (Corollary 2.35) that the inequality 
r(Q%PN = I W@W))/ G I J(~dP))l 
holds by virtue of the fact that O&(P) is locally distributive. However, 
we are now in a position to verify this directly, as follows. 
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Proof of Corollary 2.35. From the remark following Proposition 2.38, 
it is clear that a meet-irreducible A4 E Q&(P) is determined by the choice 
of an index j and a meet-irreducible AIj E 0’2(&). Since there are precisely 
1 pj 1 meet-irreducibles in G!(?& there are exactly &, j pi 1 meet- 
irreducibles ME 6&(P). But this is r(&,.(P)), by Lemma 2.35(4), and the 
first equality is proved. Next, we can express the number of join- 
irreducibles as follows 
I J(Qi(P))I = i c Wx), 
i=l XEP 
where N,(X) denotes the number of chains of length i, where each element 
covers its successor and the bottom element is x. (This follows from 
Proposition 2.37.) But N,(x) 3 1 if and only if x E pi . Hence, 
I J(&(P))I 3 CF=, i pi 1, and the second inequality follows. 
This argument also shows that equality occurs if and only if N,(x) = 1 
for each x E Pi ; that is, every element of depth >i is the bottom of 
exactly one chain of coverings of length i, i = l,..., k. One can easily see 
that this happens if and only if every element x E P is covered by at most 
one element y E P. 
We mention at this point a result of Markowsky [lo], which gives a 
combinatorial characterization of finite distributive lattices: 
THEOREM 2.39 (Markowsky). A jinite lattice L is distributive tfand 
only zfL has a rankfunction and r(L) = j M(L)1 = 1 J(L)i. 
Combining this with the results of the preceding paragraph, we obtain: 
THEOREM 2.40. For a jinite partially ordered set P, the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) 0&(P) is distributive for some k > 1. 
(2) 0&(P) is distributive for all k > 1. 
(3) j M(&(P))I = / J(Q&(P))I = C:=, j pi /for some (or all) k > 1. 
(4) P is isomorphic to a disjoint collection of directed, rooted trees 
(with roots at the top). 
We conclude this section by mentioning one important application of 
the preceding results (actually, it can be derived solely from the existence 
of the operation V in y;C(P)). It extends a result of Kleitman, Edelberg, 
and Lube11 [9] and an argument of Freese [7]. 
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THEOREM 2.41. If P is a partially ordered set, then for each k > 0 
there exists a Sperner k-family A E $(P) which is invariant under every 
automorphism of P. 
Proof. Let A be the maximum (or minimum) element of 5$(P). 
From this result one obtains immediately the result of Erdiis referred to 
in the Introduction, and analogous results for any partially ordered set P 
whose automorphism group is transitive on elements of a given rank. 
3. SATURATED CHAIN PARTITIONS 
In this section, we show how the numbers d,(P) defined in Section 2 are 
related to certain partitions of P into chains. 
Much of what follows is motivated by the following result of Dilworth, 
which states such a relationship if k = 1. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Dilworth’s theorem [4]). If P is a finite partially 
ordered set, then d(P) is the minimum number of chains into which P can be 
partitioned. 
To extend these ideas to k-families, we introduce the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let V = {C, , Cz ,..., C,} be a partition of P into 
chains. If 
we say that %? is a “k-saturated partition of P.” 
For any partition %7, we have d,(P) < Ci min{I Ci 1, k}, since this 
merely states that no k-family can intersect a chain more than k times. 
Thus, %’ is k-saturated if and only if every chain C meets every Sperner 
k-family exactly k times if 1 C I > k, or I C / times if / C 1 < k. Dilworth’s 
theorem asserts that some partition is l-saturated. Our first goal of this 
section is to show that k-saturated partitions exist for any k. 
It is sometimes useful to observe that, if %? is k-saturated, then so is a 
partition obtained from V by breaking any chain of length <k. Hence, 
we have 
LEMMA 3.3. If 97 is a partition of P into chains, let elk be the number of 
chains of length >k, and let S, be the set of elements contained in chains 
of length tk. Then V is k-saturated if and only tfd,(P) = / S, j + kol, . 
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DEFINITION 3.4. Let d,(P) = d,(P) - d,-,(P). 
The reader should beware of assuming that A, represents the maximum 
number of elements which can be added to an extremal (k - 1)-family 
to form a k-family. In fact, it is possible that no k-family of maximum size 
contains a (k - I)-family of maximum size, as the following example 
shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let P be as illustrated in Fig. 7. Then P has exactly one 
antichain of maximum size, {3,4, 5, 6, 7}, and exactly one Sperner 
8 9 
xi 
3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 
FIGURE 7 
2-family, (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9). Thus, dI = 5, d2 = 8, and A, = 3, but no 
2-family can be obtained by adding 3 elements to a Sperner l-family. 
The reader should also be aware that we are not assuming A,(P) 3 
A,(P) > ... > A,(P). This turns out to be true, but we know of no 
elementary proof at this point (see Theorem 3.14). 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 9? be a k-saturated partition of P, with ollc chains of 
length >k. Then 
Aktdp) d % G &(P>. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 and the observation following Definition 3.2, 
we have 
4-,(P) < I S, I + (k - 1) ~lc > 
where S, denotes the set of elements in chains of length tk. Subtracting 
the second from the first, and the third from the second, we obtain both 
inequalities. 
LEMMA 3.7. If A,(P) = A,+,(P), and %? is k-saturated, then %? is 
(k + l)-saturated. 
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ProoJ If elk is defined as in Lemma 3.6, then we have O,(P) = 
A,+,(P) = Q. Since %7 is k-saturated, d,(P) = ; SI, / + kol, . But then 
d,+,(P) = d,(P) + 0,&P) = d,(P) + ack = 1 S, / + (k + 1) ollc . This im- 
plies that V is (k + I)-saturated. 
LEMMA 3.8. If A E Lf$(P) is any Sperner k-family, and Ai is any of the 
blocks in its canonical partition, then j Ai / 3 A,c(P). 
Proof. Since A - Ai is a (k - 1)-family, we have j A - Ai I < 
d,-,(P). Hence, d,(P) = 1 A 1 < d,-,(P) + j Ai 1, and the result follows 
immediately. 
LEMMA 3.9. If A,(P) > A,,1(P), there exists an element x E P which 
is maximal in every Sperner k-family. 
Proof. Let A+ and A- denote the top and bottom elements in the 
lattice &(P) of Sperner k-families. If A,+ n A,- = C f @‘, then, for any 
A E Y,,(P) we have A,- < A, < A,+. This shows that C 2 A,, and we are 
done. On the other hand, if A,+ and Al- are disjoint, then A- u A,+ is a 
(k + 1)-family of size d,(P) + / A,+ / 3 d,(P) + A,(P), by Lemma 3.8. 
But A,(P) > A,+,(f’>, so $+O’> 3 I A- u A,+ I > d,(P) + A,+,(P) = 
d,+,(P), a contradiction. 
Actually, a much stronger statement can be made. The next result is the 
most difficult and most important of this section. 
THEOREM 3.10. If A,(P) > A,+,(P), there exists an element x E P 
such that 
(2) x is maximal in every Sperner k-family, 
(2) x is a member of every Sperner (k + l)-family (having depth at 
most 2). 
Proof. As in the previous lemma, let A+ and A- denote the top and 
bottom Sperner k-families, and let C = A,+ n A,-. By Lemma 3.9, C is 
nonempty. We complete the proof of Theorem 3.10 with a series of 
observations. 
(1) If B E Yk+l(P), then C < B, . 
Proof. If &? = B - B,,, , then 1 A+ v B / > / B j. If the inequality 
were strict, we could add B,,, to A+ v 2 and construct a (k + l)-family 
larger than B. Hence, j A+ v 2 I = / B 1, so, by Corollary 2.9, 
1 A+ n 2 1 = / A+ I. Hence, A+ n B is a Sperner k-family, and (A+ n B), 
contains C. It follows immediately that C < B, . 
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(2) If AT < B E Yk+l(P), and C n Bl = @, then (B - B,) E .9’QP) 
and hence, C _C B, . 
Proof. By hypothesis, we have Al- < A,+ < B1, and C n B, = @. 
Clearly (A,- - C) n B, = @‘, and hence, A,- n B, = 0. By Lemma 3.8, 
I B, I 3 O,+,(P). H ence Bl u A- must be a Sperner (k + l)-family, since 
1 A- I = d,(P). But then I B, j = d,+,(P), and / B - Bl j = d,(P), as 
desired. 
(3) If C n B, = @ for every B E 9k+1(P), then C C B, for every 
B E %+dO 
Proof. Let B be given, and define B’ = B v A+. Then B’ E Yh+,(P), 
by Corollary 2.12, A+ < B’, and C n B,’ = @. Hence, by observation 
(2), C C B,‘. But B,’ = AzT v B, , and C n A,+ = @ (since C C All-), 
so it must be true that C C B2 . 
(4) If C n B, # @for some B, let B” be maximal in 9&(P) with 
this property. (That is, B > B” implies B, n C = @.) Let C,, = C n Bl*. 
Then for every B E Yk+l(P) we have either C,, C B, or CO C B, . 
Proof. Since A+ v B* E 9’k+l(P), and since C, occurs in both A,+ and 
Bl*, it occurs in (A+ v B*), . Since B* was maximal with the property that 
Bl* n C # @, it follows that A+ v B* = B*, so that A+ < B*. Now let B 
be an arbitrary Sperner (k + 1)-family. If B < B*, then C < B, < B,* 
(by observation (1)). Since C, occurs in both C and B1*, it follows imme- 
diately that C, _C B, . If B $ B*, then B v B* > B*. Hence, by 
assumption (B v B*), is disjoint from C. We conclude from (2) that 
CC (B v B*), . But (B v B*), = B, v B2*, and C,, n B,* = 0 (since 
C, _C B,*). Hence, C,, _C B, and we are done. 
The proof of Theorem 3.10 is now completed easily by combining 
observations (3) and (4). 
We are now in a position to prove our main theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1 I. For any partially ordered set P and any integer k, there 
exists a partition of P into chains which is both k-saturated and (k + I)- 
saturated. 
Proof. By Dilworth’s theorem (Theorem 3. I), there exists a l-saturated 
partition. We proceed by induction on k and the size of P. We will assume 
the existence of a k-saturated partition and show that a partition can be 
found which is both k-saturated and (k + 1)-saturated. Note that, by 
Lemma 3.6, this allows us to assume d,(P) > d,+,(P). If d,(P) = O,+,(P), 
then any k-saturated partition is also (k + I)-saturated, by Lemma 3.7, 
and we are done immediately. If o,(P) > d,,,(P), then, by Theorem 3.10, 
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we can find an element x E P which is a member of every A E Yk(P) and 
every B E L$C+I(P). If we remove x from P, we have d,(P - x) == d,(P) - 1 
and d,+,(P - x) = d,+,(P) - 1. Inductively, we can find a partition of 
P - x into chains such that 
d,(P) - 1 = C min (1 Ci j , k), 
z 
and 
where C, , C2 ,..., C, represent the blocks of g. But now we can add the 
block CO = {x} to 9? to obtain a partition of P which is both. k-saturated 
and (k + I)-saturated. This completes the proof. 
From Lemma 3.3 we obtain the following restatement of Theorem 3.11. 
COROLLARY 3.12. For any partially ordered set P, 
d,(P) = &I (I S I + kd(P - S)}. 
Proof. Lemma 3.3 shows that, for some partition V, dk(P) = 
1 SI, 1 + kol, (where S, and 01~ are defined as in Lemma 3.3). But 
01~ >, d(P - S,), trivially, and hence, d,(P) > I S, 1 + kd(P - S,). Since 
d,(P) < 1 S j + kd(P - S) for any S C P, the corollary follows 
immediately. 
At this point, it is tempting to try to find a partition V which is simul- 
taneously k-saturated for all k. However, this is not generally possible, as 
the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.13. Let P be the partial order in Fig. 8. Then dI = 2, 
dz = 4, d3 = 5, and d4 = 6. The partition P = (3, 4, 5) V (1, 2, 6) is 
l-saturated and 2-saturated, and in fact is the only partition of P into two 
chains. It is not 3-saturated, however. The partition P =: (5) u (6) u 
{I, 2, 3,4} is 2-saturated and 3-saturated, but not l-saturated. 
We can now prove a result alluded to (but not used) previously: 
THEOREM 3.14. For any partially ordered set P, A,(P) > A,(P) > 
A,(P) > -... (That is, the Ai’s are monotone decreasing.) 
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Proof. Lemma 3.6 shows that O,(P) > o,+l(P) if there exists a 
k-saturated partition of P. Theorem 3.11 shows that this is always the case. 
THEOREM 3.15. Suppose that 
4(P) 2 4(P) 3 *.* 3 O,(P) > d,,JP) = *a* = d,(P). 
Then there exists un element x E P which is a member of every Sperner 
k-family of P, for k = i, i + l,..., j. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.11, we may find a partition % of P which is 
i-saturated and (i + 1)-saturated. By Lemma 3.7, % is also k-saturated for 
k = i + 2,. ..,,j. Let S be the set of elements of P which are contained in 
chains of length <i. Then d,+,(P) = j S j + (i + 1) d(P - S), by 
Lemma 3.3. It follows that S is nonempty, since otherwise d,,,(P) = 
(i + 1) d(P), and d,(P) = O,(P) = **a = d,,l(P), contrary to hypothesis. 
It is easy to see that any element x E S has the desired property. 
The following corollary gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
Sperner k-families of P to have a common member. 
COROLLARY 3.16. Let k be a fixed positive integer. Then there exists 
an element x E P which is contained in every Sperner k-family if and only if 
dk+dP) < (k + 1) d(P)- 
ProoJ If d,+,(P) f (k + 1) d(P), then n,(P) > d,+l(P) for some 
i < k, since the d,‘s are monotone. Let i be the largest such integer. 
Then, by Theorem 3.15, there exists x E P such that x is contained in every 
Sperner q-family, q = i, i + l,..., k + 1. Hence, x is in every Sperner 
k-family. Conversely, if d,+,(P) = (k + 1) d(P), there exists a set 
A, 2 4 ,a..> &+r of disjoint antichains Ai with / Ai / = d(P), i = l,..., k + 1. 
For each j = l,..., k + 1, let Bj = lJigj Ai . Then (B, , B, ,..., Bk+l) is 
a set of Sperner k-families with void intersection. 
We can paraphrase the above result in such a way that it bears a close 
formal connection to the well-known “Helly property” for convex 
bodies in k-dimensional Euclidean space [8]: 
COROLLARY 3.16. Let P be ajnite partially ordered set and let k be a 
fixed positive integer. rf every collection of k + 1 Sperner k-fanzilies has 
nonempty intersection, then the set of all Sperner k-families has nonempty 
intersection. 
Proof, If every set of k f 1 Sperner k-families has nonempty 
intersection, the proof of the previous corollary shows that d,,,(P) < 
(k + 1) d(P). Hence, the result follows as before. 
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Next, we prove a theorem promised in Section 2. It has already been 
established in the special case when d,(P) = kd(P) (Theorem 2.26). 
THEOREM 3.17. The lattice Yz(P) of all Sperner k-faml:lies of P is 
distributive. 
The idea of the proof is as follows. Let %? be a k-saturated partition of P, 
and let S be the set of elements contained in chains of length <k. Then 
P - S = P has the property that d,(p) = kd(P). Hence, by Theorem 2.26, 
zY$(~) is a distributive lattice. Theorem 3.17 is thus an immediate conse- 
quence of the stronger 
THEOREM 3.18. Let V? be a k-saturated partition of P. Let S be the set 
of elements contained in chains of length less than k, and let P = P - S. 
For each A E Y,(P), de$ne A” = A - S. Then the map A + A is a lattice 
isomorphism from Yk(P) to a sublattice of 5pk(p). 
The proof of Theorem 3.18 is contained in a series of four lemmas. 
(The notation of Theorem 3.18 is assumed.) 
LEMMA 3.19. A^ E &(p). 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that ; A^ 1 = kol, , where c+ is the 
number of chains of length >k. Since % is k-saturated, d(P) = 01~) and 
hence j A^ / = kd(P). No k-family of Jj can have size larger than kd(P), 
and hence A” is a Sperner k-family of p. 
LEMMA 3.20. For each i = 1,. . ., k, Ai = Ai - S. Equivalerztly, 6,-(x) = 
S,(x) for all x E A. 
Proof. Clearly, SA(x) < 6,(x) for all x E A, so it suffices lo prove the 
opposite inequality. If x $ S, and C is the chain of G? which contains x, 
there are k - 6,,,(x) elements of A below x in C, since % is 
k-saturated. Since all chains in A have size k or less, it follows 
that 6,(x) + (k - 6,,,,(x)) < k. Hence aA < 6,,,(x) < ax(x), and 
we are done. (Incidentally, this proves that, if x E A n C, the S,(x) = 
S,-(X) = ~,4,&).) 
LEMMA 3.21. A < B zfand only zfA < B. 
ProoJ: If A” < 2, then bi = Ai - S ,( Bi for each i (by Lemma 3.20). 
Hence, it suffices to prove that Ai n S < Bi for each i. Let x E Ai n S. 
Then there exists a chain x = ai < aipl < *.. < a, with aj E Aj , 
j = 1, 2,..., i. If each a, ES, then, since S _C B, it follows that x < B, . 
.+.a/20/1-5 
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If not, let j be the largest index such that aj $ S. Then a, E& < Bj . 
Thus, there exists a chain of elements above x in B of length at least 
(i -j) + j = i. Again, it follows that x < B, . We have proved that 
Ai < Bi for each i, and hence, A < B. Conversely, suppose that A < B, 
and let ai E Ai . If ai < Bi = Bi - S, we are done, so we may suppose 
that ai < Bi but ai < Bi - S. Let C be the chain of V which contains ai . 
Since ?? is k-saturated, C contains k members of B. Since ai $ B, - S, 
at least k - i + 1 of these elements are less than ai . On the other hand, 
since ai ,( Bi , there is a chain of length at least i in B which lies above ai . 
Together, these elements form a chain in B of length at least k f 1, a 
contradiction. Hence, A”i < Bi for each i, and A^ < B. 
LEMMA 3.22. The map A ---f A preserves the operations v and A. 
Proo$ If A v B = D, then A^ v B < D, since the map A + A^ is an 
order-isomorphism (Lemma 3.21). To prove that A^ v i? = B, it is 
sufficient to show that (A^ v B) u S is a k-family of P. We do so as follows. 
Suppose that (A v %?) u S contains a chain C. Consider the chain C - S, 
which consists of elements ctil > cNZ > ... > cUu, where c,, is maximal in 
.& u BUj . We claim that between any two consecutive members c,$ and 
c 0iH-l of C - S, there can be at most q+r - 01~ - 1 members of C n S. 
Since S is contained in both A and B, this is obvious if cEj and c~~+~ are 
both in A or both in B. On the other hand, if cgj = a E Ayj and c,. = 
b E &j+l , 
3+1 
then a > b 3 a’ for some a’ E A,j+l since c,. IS maximal in 
A =,+1 u 4. 
?+.I 
,T1 . The argument now proceeds as before. A similar argument 
shows that at most a1 - 1 elements of C n S are above cN1 , and at most 
k - olq elements of C n S are below Ca, . These bounds combine to show 
that C has at most k elements. Hence, (d v 2) u SE Yk(P) and we are 
done. The same argument can be dualized to prove that meets are 
preserved. However, since v and A are not “constructively” dual, it is 
necessary to note that, in this special case, the computations of A^ v B 
and A^ A 2 are dual in every sense. That is, the canonical partitions 
of A v B and A^ A 2 are computed by forming the sets max[Ai u BJ and 
min[A, u A,], respectively. This follows from the fact that each of the 
antichains A^i , Bi has maximum size in P (see the proofs of Lemma 3.19 
and Theorem 2.26). 
Lemma 3.22 completes the proof of Theorem 3.18, and hence of the 
fact that P$(P) is distributive. 
We conclude this section by proving a min-max theorem for partially 
ordered sets which is in a sense “complementary” to Dilworth’s theorem. 
At the same time, it bears a close relation to Menger’s theorem for graphs 
[ll] (and in fact coincides with it in some cases.) While Dilworth’s 
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theorem asserts the existence of a l-saturated partition, we obtain the next 
theorem from the existence of an (Z(P) - I)-saturated partition. (Here, 
Z(P) denotes the length of the longest chain in P.) 
THEOREM 3.23. Let P be a Jinite partially ordered set. Then the 
minimum number of elements in a set UC P which meets every l(P)-chain 
is equal to the maximum number of disjoint l(P)-chains in P. 
Proof. A subset A C P is a Sperner (l(P) - l)-family if and only if 
P - A = U meets every Z(P)-chain and 1 U 1 is minimum. Hence, 
min{j U I] = / P 1 - dEI(p)--l(P). On the other hand, a partition V is 
(Z(P) - I)-saturated if and only if there are exactly / P / - dl(P)--l(P) 
chains of length Z(P) in %?, since each such chain decreases the induced 
bound on di(p)--l(P) by 1. Hence, the result follows. 
4. A CLASS OF COMBINATORIAL GEOMETRIES 
In this section we show how the k-families of a partially ordered set P 
can be used to define a class of combinatorial geometries (or matroids) 
naturally associated with P. (See [2] for background material.) When P 
has height 2, this class includes the familiar “transversal geometry” 
associated with any bipartite graph (see [3, 5, 121). We begin by briefly 
reviewing some of the elements of transversal theory as it applies to 
partially ordered sets of height 2. 
If P has height 2, let P, be the set of maximal elements of P, and let 
P, = P - P, . We say that a subset UC P, can be matched into P, if 
there exists an injective f: U + P, such that f(x) < x for all x E U. A 
fundamental theorem of Ore [13] states the following. 
If A _C PI, let S(A) = maxBBCA(I B j - j R(B)I), where R(B) is the set of 
elements x E P, such that x < b for some b E B. Then the largest subset of A 
which can be matched into P, has size j A 1 - 6(A). 
The quantity S(A) is called the deficiency of A. A special case of Ore’s 
theorem is the following well-known theorem of P. Hall, sometimes 
known as the “Marriage Theorem”: 
If A C PI , then A can be matched into PZ if and only if 1 B / < / R(B)] 
for all B _C A. 
It was first observed by Edmonds and Fulkerson [5] that the sets UC PI 
which can be matched into P, are the independent sets of a combinatorial 
geometry (matroid) on PI . That is, the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) If U is independent and V C U, then V is independent. 
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(ii) If A C PI , then all maximal independent subsets of A have the 
same size. 
Equivalently, we can define a rank function Y on subsets of PI by letting 
r(A) = / A j - 6(A), for A C PI . It can then be shown that 
(I) r(Q) = 0, 
(2) r(A) < r(A u lx>) < r(A) + 1 for any A C P, , x E PI, 
(3) r(A u B) + r(A n B) < r(A) + r(B)for any A, B C PI. 
It is well known [2] that any function r on subsets of a set E which 
satisfies (l)-(3) is the rank function of a combinatorial geometry on E. 
(Independent sets are those subsets U _C E with r(U) = / U / .) 
Now let P be an arbitrary partially ordered set. Let PI be the set of 
maximal elements of P, and let P* = P - P, . For each positive integer k, 
we will define a geometry rf) on the set PI of maximal elements of P. 
DEFINITION 4.1. For each XC P, , let s,(X) = d,(P* U X) - d,(P*). 
We call 6,(X) the “k-deficiency of X in P.” 
Thus, the k-deficiency of X is the amount by which the size of a Sperner 
k-family is increased when X is added to P*. The reader can check that 
this agrees with Ore’s definition when k = 1 and P has height 2. 
DEFINITION 4.2. For each subset XC P1 , let T&C) = / X j - 6,(X). 
It is our task now to prove that rlc satisfies conditions (l)-(3) referred 
to above (and hence is the rank function of a combinatorial geometry). 
Of these, the first two are trivial (and we leave them for the reader to 
verify). The third, submodularity, requires a little more work. 
LEMMA 4.3. For any k, the function dk is a supermodular function on 
order ideaIs of P. That is, ifg and N are order ideals of P, then 
d,(R u N) + d,(M n N) > d,(M) + d&-?). 
ProoJ Let A and B be k-families of maximum size in M and w, 
respectively. Then A v B is a k-family in R u m, and A A B is a k-family 
in R n W. IIence, 
d,(R)Jd,(~)=IAI~IB!=~AvBl+lAnBl 
< d,(&!i u w) + d,(m n m). 
COROLLARY 4.4. For XCP1, dejine &(x) = d,(P* u X). Then $Q is 
a supermodular function on subsets of P, . 
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Proof. If X, Y C PI, then P* u X and P* U Y are order ideals of P. 
Moreover, P* u (X u Y) = (P* u X) u (P* u Y) and P* u (X n Y) = 
(P* u X> n (P* u Y). Hence, +k(X u Y> + +k(X n Y) 3 4k(X> + Sbk(Y), 
by the previous corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.5. For any positive integer k, rL is a submodular function 
on P,. That is, for any subsets X, Y _C PI , r,(X U Y) + r,(X n Y) < 
r(X) + r(Y). 
Proof. We have 
rlc(X) = I X 1 - (d,(P* u X) - d,(P*)) = I X / - &(X) -t d,(P*). 
But / X j is modular, &(X) is super-modular, and d,(P*) is constant. 
Hence, rlz is submodular. 
Corollary 4.5 completes the proof of the following. 
THEOREM 4.6. If P is a partially ordered set, and k is any positive 
integer, the function rR defined by Dejinition 4.2 on subsets of PI is the rank 
function of a combinatorial geometry. 
We denote this geometry by r’ik’. From the definition of rk , it follows 
immediately that .l’kk’ has rank [ PI j f d,(P*) - d,(P). In some cases, 
this formula has another interpretation. If there exists a Sperner (k + l)- 
family of P which contains PI , then / PI 1 $ d,(P*) = dk+].(P), so that 
rik) has rank d,+,(P) (see Definition 3.4). If j P, j = d(P), then this 
property will hold for every k (as the reader can easily check). Hence, 
we have 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If 1 P, / = d(P), then for each k, I’;‘) has rank 
A rc+dp). 
A subset X _C PI is independent in rLk’ if and only if 6,(X) = 0. We 
conclude this section by giving another interpretation of independent sets, 
extending the idea of matching in bipartite graphs. The first result is the 
following. 
THEOREM 4.8. A subset XC P, is independent in I’kk’ ifand only ifthere 
exists a k-saturatedpartition of P* such that X can be matched into the set 
of tops of chains having length >k. 
Proof. If X is independent, then d,(P* U X) = d,(P*). Let V be any 
k-saturated partition of P* u X. Then every element of X is contained in 
a chain of length 3k + 1, since otherwise d,(P*) < d,(P* u X). If X is 
removed, we obtain a k-saturated partition %‘* of P*. Moreover, the 
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original chains of V determine a matching of X into the tops of chains 
in 9?* having length >k. Conversely, if a k-saturated partition %* of P* 
exists together with a matching of X, we can add each element of X to a 
chain in V* and obtain a partition V of P. Since only chains of length >k 
have been enlarged, and since V* was k-saturated, it follows that 
d,(P* u X) = d,(P*). Hence, 6,(X) = 0 and the proof is complete. 
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